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SWINGING INTO '70 
ON THE MANITOBA BEAT 

The beat of 1970 is booming out the news -- the news that Manitoba is on the 

march -- and in March Time, Dixieland and Tijuana beat. 

It's all there, in the "Spirit of '70", the rousing new song written for the 

Manitoba department of industry and commerce by the well-known Manitoba composer, Neil 

Harris. A writer and director of many musical productions, Mr. Harris wrote the script 

and music. In 1952, he directed "Portrait of a City" for Saskatoon's 70th anniversary. 

More recently he has done considerable work for Rainbow Stage, Manitoba Theatre Centre 

and radio and television productions. 

Inspired by the drummer boy motif and his drum roll technique -- symbolizing 

the forward movement of the province -- Mr. Harris wrote four different versions of 

the "Spirit of '70". The final song, heard first at the recent Business Summit 

Conference, incorporated two of the versions. 

A successful free lance composer, Mr. Harris wrote the words and music, which 

have been recorded by the Neil Harris Singers, a popular local group. Comments at the 

business conference and since the song has been aired on local radio stations, have been 

favorable. 

Ivan Lemiesieur whose local morning radio show is heard regularly on the CBC, 

reports that interest in the song has been considerable. He believes the Tijuana beat 

of the song is going to take hold and he plans to play the "Spirit of '70" often. 

"The modern beat of the song," government officials say, "is in keeping with 

Manitoba's up-to-date outlook. We hope it will be played and sung frequently in the 

coming two years, as the province marches confidently into the future, toward her 100th 

birthday." 

The department of industry and commerce is hoping to encourage widespread use 

of the song and is making arrangements for sheet music to be distributed to schools and 

interested associations. 

The department also hopes that businessmen will express the "Spirit of ,7011  
through the use of the symbol of the drummer boy and the song. Department officials 

hope the drummer boy will encourage Manitobans to "beat the drum at home and abroad" 

-- to make everyone aware of the potential growth of an already growing province. 
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Following are the words of the "Spirit of '70" song, written by Neil Harris: 

Now you can feel the beat in Manitoba, 

The big beat booming out the news. 

It's a stirring beat, that has us on our feet 

Shaking hands and telling everyone we meet, 

That you can feel the beat in Manitoba, 

A million people on the go 

Give a shout, give a cheer 

Tell the world the future's here 

Oh Man Oh Manitoba, let's go! 

It's the spirit, wonderful spirit, 

It's the spirit of '70 that's beating on the drum; 

It's the spirit, wonderful spirit, 

From the city, from the farm; oh, you can feel it come, 

That's the spirit, the spirit of '70, 

The prairie sky is all aglow. 

Give a shout, give a cheer 

Tell the world the future's here 

Oh Man Oh Manitoba, let's go! 
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